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Mallorca Training Camp

4 DAYS OF IMPROVING YOUR CLIMBING STRENGTH AND TECHNIQUE

PRINT THIS DOCUMENT AND USE IT AS YOUR GUIDE WHILE YOU RIDE

39° 49’ 55.6” N   2° 48’ 57” E
elev 658m
grad 7.1%
Sa Colabra, Mallorca, Spain

Every year, thousands of cyclists travel to the Island of Mallorca to get in some early season miles and 
do some good training in warmer weather.

Situated off the coast of Spain, Mallorca offers some amazing training roads plus great hospitality and 
food. We can't help with the hospitality and food, but we can help with the roads. 

The aim of the training camp is to develop better climbing technique and get you stronger by doing a 
concentrated block of specific climbing sessions. You'll also be able to adapt these sessions to other 
FulGaz rides and most importantly, the great outdoors.
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Ride 1
Sa Calobra Power Pyramids 

AIM
Get stronger by teaching your body to recruit more muscle fibres while climbing at low cadences.

WARM UP
If you have time, ride the first 10 minutes of the Cap formentor ride before you take on this climb - it's a 
tough one to start cold. 

MAIN SESSION
Ease your way into the climb for 5 minutes with some higher rev pedalling, then repeat the following 
sequence all the way up the climb, or for as long as you can.

Repeat the following:
1 minute 70 RPM
1 minute 60 RPM
1 minute 50 RPM 
1 minute 60 RPM

Try to aim for close to your FTP* up the climb on the higher cadence sections. You're unlikely to be able 
to sustain this power on the lower cadence sections because the amount of force you're applying to the 
pedals is considerably higher. Using lower gears is like doing work in the Gym, but highly specific. 

NOTE
Perfect form please! No rocking from side to side, concentrate on pedalling in circles. If you can't do this 
at the same amount of power you normally climb a during the sessions, back off a bit. It's more important 
to learn how to pedal more effectively during these sessions than develop more power. That will come 
with your improved technique.

*FTP = Functional Threshold Power. The maximum amount of watts you can maintain for one hour.
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Ride 2
Cap formentor Strength Intervals 

AIM
This time we're building strength-endurance by going for solid blocks at low cadences.

WARM UP
Use the first climb as your warmup, including 5 minutes at 50 to 60 RPM from about half way up the climb.

MAIN SESSION
On the uphill sections to the lighthouse and the big climb coming home, repeat the following:
5 minutes 50 to 60 rpm 
2 minutes 80 RPM - Backing off power by about 20%

NOTE
The 5 minutes efforts should be at FTP Power (Hard, but repeatable). for the recoveries, back off by about 
20%. You're still going up hill so they won't be complete rests.

*FTP = Functional Threshold Power. The maximum amount of watts you can maintain for one hour.
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Ride 3
Coll de Femenia - Single Speed 

AIM
Let's make you more PRO now.
There's a big difference between a good bike rider and a newcomer. It's not just the amount of power, it's 
how that power is used and how they adapt to the terrain that makes the difference.

We're riding the same climb for two days in a row to develop the ability to make better use of your power 
and develop skills on roads you're becoming familiar with. It's important not to become a one speed pony, 
you'll be able to keep up with other people much more easily if you can change your pace easily. This 
doesn't always mean reaching for the gears, by then it may be too late. 

WARM UP
If you have time, ride the first 10 minutes of the Cap formentor ride before you take on this climb .

MAIN SESSION
Try to change gear as little as possible on the climb. 
Within reason, do this like you're riding a single speed bike. This may mean you're down around 50RPM 
on the steeper pinches and spinning at nearer 100 on some sections. More of an interval session than a 
steady effort.

NOTE
The French refer to this smoothness of pedalling and ability to change pace as "souplesse"  It's truly at 
the heart of being PRO on a bike.
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Ride 4
Coll de Femenia - Time Trial 

AIM
The aim of this session is to "feel" the changes in gradient and learn how to push consistently on the 
entire climb. One of the key strengths of FulGaz is it's ability to recreate the small changes in gradient 
you feel on real climbs, so we're going to put it to use here. 

WARM UP
If you have time, ride the first 10 minutes of the Cap formentor ride before you take on this climb.

MAIN SESSION
On the climbs, feel for the easier bits and push those bits rather than the steeper sections. 
Don't get stuck in a small gear all the way up, as soon as you feel it getting easier, even for a moment, 
change up and keep the pressure on. 

NOTE
You'll probably find that you've been losing big chunks of time staying in the same gear at the same 
cadence instead of using the lower gradient to your advantage. 

Even though you're getting tired, did you go faster than last time?


